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Abstract
The theoretical calculation of the energies of projectile like fragments (PLFs) using the heavy-ion reactions
between 76Ge and 198Pt are reported in this article. The incident beam energy was 635 MeV. The calculated values
of PLFs are compared with the previous experimental results and it is shown that the theoretical calculations of
PLFs are consistent with the experimental values. The elastic peak of the projectile is compared theoretically and
experimentally. Moreover, the Q-value and binding energy of PLFs were also calculated.
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1. Introduction
Heavy-ions deep-inelastic collisions (DICs) are
currently one of the most rapidly developing trends
to find the nuclear structure of neutron-rich and
proton-rich nuclei. DICs have properties of two
quite opposite nuclear processes: compound
nucleus decay and direct reactions. Like direct
reaction, DICs have strong coupling between the
input channel and the output reaction channels.
DICs products do not exist in the direction of the
motion of initial nuclei or their atomic and mass
numbers in compound nucleus decay [1]. The
peculiar properties of DICs are very important to
the study of both proton rich as well as neutron rich
nuclei. Usually proton rich nuclei could be
produced in a fusion reaction and neutron rich
nuclei are produced in fission reactions [2].
The structures of neutron-rich nuclei produced in
the DICs were studied by in-beam -ray
spectroscopy with a crystal ball, which was a large
array of Ge detectors with anti-Compton shields.
Several DICs studies of the neutron-rich nuclei
were also conducted by the German national
laboratory for mass separator heavy ion research
(GSI) group [3-6]. However, only a few number of
nuclei have been studied by means of in-beam -ray
technique. Broda and his collaborators observed 

rays of 64-68Ni using the DICs with the projectile energies
not so high from the Coulomb barrier [7]. Besides those
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methods, an experiment was carried out at the
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), TokaiMura, Ibaraki to investigate the isomers around 68Ni
by deep-inelastic collisions 76Ge (635 MeV) + 198Pt.
This effort led to identifying 13 isomers and was
reported to the journals [2, 4, 5, 8]. The
experimental fragments energies were measured by
known E-E counter telescope [5]. Recently, we
have calculated Compton scattering of 662 keV
gamma rays proposed by Klein-Nishina formula
and isomers around 68Ni [9, 10]. The theoretical
energies of projectile-like fragments in DICs have
not been calculated yet. At present, we have
calculated projectile-like fragments in 76Ge (635
MeV)+198Pt DICs and compared them with
previous experimental values [2].
1. Theoretical calculations
Binding Energy (B.E)
The binding energy [10] can be calculated using:
B.E = Δm. c2

(1)

where Δm (mass defect) = [Z (mp+me) + (A-Z)mn] – matom
Z is the atomic number, A is the mass number, mp
is the mass of proton, mn is the mass of neutron and
c is the velocity of light.
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The PLFs aree calculated byy equation (4) and (5),

Coulomb Barrier
In reacction, projecttile and targeet nuclei eassily
overcomee the electricc repulsion to
o get close ffor
attractivee nuclear stronng force betweeen them to fuuse
them apaart in the reacction. This is what Coulom
mb
barrier is all about.
1 2
1
1
3
3
1
2

From equuation:

(2)

Z1= Protoon number of projectile nuccleus
Z2= Protoon number of target nucleuss
A1= Atom
mic number off projectile nu
ucleus
A2= Atom
mic number off target nucleu
us

1

1

co
os

(4)
(5)

where:
w
: Projectile like
l
fragmentts (PLFs) eneergies,
prrojectile energ
gies
: Target like fragments (TL
LFs) energiess
: Mass of projectile,
p
: Mass of PLFs,
P
Mass
M of TLFs
: Scattering an
ngle

:

:

2.. Results and discussion
Q-value
The Q--value of the reaction 76Ge (635 MeV)) +
198
Pt is caalculated by eqquation (4):
Q = [(Mx +mx) – (MY + my)] c2

(3)

where, mx = Rest mass of x (Projecctile), Mx = R
Rest
mass of X (Target)
my = Resst mass of y (PLFs), MY = Rest mass off Y
(TLFs)
c = velocity of light
Projectilee-like fragmennts energies
The annalytical relattionship betw
ween the kineetic
energy off the projectilee and outgoing
g particle of tw
wo
body nucclear reaction [11]
[
is shown in Fig. 1.

Taable 1 shows the list of thirrteen isomers populated
in
n deep inelastiic collisions 766Ge (635 MeV
V) + 198Pt,
which
w
were detected using ann isomer-scop
pe [2]. The
biinding energy, Coulomb bar
arrier and Q-vaalue in the
reeactions are giiven in Tablee 1 and were calculated
by
y equation 1, 2 and 3 respectiv
vely. The
ex
xperimental elastic peaks oof 76Ge are taaken from
reef. [8]. The elastic
e
and prrojectile like fragments
(P
PLFs) energiess were measur
ured by standaard time of
fliight (TOF) E-E technnique. The individual
prrojectile-like fragments energies (E
Ey) were
caalculated using equation 4 and 5. The energies of
taarget-like frag
gments (EY) were calcu
ulated by
co
onsidering the experimenttal elastic en
nergy 520
MeV
M
of 76Ge [12].
[
The detaailed calculattions were
do
one by using
g an open exxcess softwarre for the
th
heoretical valu
ue of nuclear rreaction proceess. This is
caalled kinematiics and it is useful to calculate the
biinding energy
y, fragments energy, Q-vaalues in a
nu
uclear reaction
n [12].

y nuclear reacti
tion
Fig. 1. Scchematic diagraam of two body
[11]
T
Table 1. Coulom
mb barrier, Bin
nding energy, Q
Q-value, Elastic peak and Energ
gies of projectille like fragments
Nuclei

Coulomb barrier
b
energy (MeV)

63

Ni
Cu
Ni
66
Ni
66
Cu
67
Zn
68
Ga
69
Cu
70
Ga
74
As
83
Br
84
Kr
86
Sr
64
65

248

Binding energy
(MeV)
552.09
559.29
567.85
576.83
576.27
585.19
591.68
599.97
609.64
642.32
721.55
732.26
748.93

Q-valuue (MeV)

Ela
astic peak
Exp
pt.[2] (MeV)

Elastic
E
peak
Cal.
C (MeV)

-27.1400
-28.4733
-20.3811
-15.3444
-20.1399
-19.0466
-21.4333
-13.5866
-13.4622
-10.3877
10.216
13.584
13.675

520
0(4)

558.7

PL
LF energy
Exp
xpt. [2] (MeV)
3400(8)
3455(8)
3600(8)
3800(8)
3700(8)
3700(8)
3800(8)
4200(8)
3900(8)
4700(8)
3700(8)
3700(8)
3000(8)

PL
LF energy
Ca
al. (MeV)
350
0.5
346
6.7
355
5.1
358
8.8
354
4.9
355
5.2
352
2.7
358
8.7
358
8.2
358
8.4
368
8.9
370
0.8
369
9.4
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The expperimental elaastic peak of 76
Ge was 520((4)
MeV andd calculated ellastic peak waas 558.7 MeV . It
is shown that calculateed elastic frag
gments deviatted
6 % com
mpared to expeerimental valu
ues. The bindiing
energies are much larger than the fragmennts
energies w
which are reasonable, because if fragmennts
energies are comparabble to binding energy, protoons
or neutroons knock outt from the nu
uclei. Moreovver,
the calcuulated PLFs are also consistent
c
w
with
experimeental PLFs.
Figure 2 shows the compaarison betweeen
calculatedd and experim
mental energies of projectiilelike fragm
ments. It is shhown that calculated data aare
in good agreement wiith experimen
ntal values. T
The
calculatedd PLFs energgy of 74As nu
ucleus is largeely
deviated from experim
mental values. This might be
due to exxperimental errror such as do
oublet of gamm
ma
rays, bacckground esttimation and population of
weak signnal and side feeeding gammaa decays etc.

Fig. 2. Ennergy of projecttile-like fragmeents (PLFs) for 13
isomers (ccalculation and experimental)

3. Conclu
usion
Energies of thirteenn projectile-like fragmennts
1
populatedd in 76Ge + 198
Pt reactions are calculatted
and com
mpared with the previou
us experimenntal
values [22]. The pressent theoreticcally calculatted
values off energies of PLFs are in good
g
agreemeent
with the experimentaal. Binding en
nergies and Qvalues annd Coulomb barrier in the reeactions are allso
calculatedd precisely.
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